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SAKI CHIKARAISHI - ARTIST STATEMENT 

Warm world conquest by knitting. This is my mission.

I discovered knitting with my piece, ManGlobe (2004). What do people 
picture when they hear the words: yarn, knitting? Probably “warmth” and 
“softness” - just as I do. And that’ s why I used knitting in ManGlobe, which 
was an expression of communication with the world. The wonder by which 
a of thread becomes faced and is spreading infinitely, the variability to 
which the shape is changed by the shape of the contents when covering a 
thing, and meekness which turns something inorganic organic. I was 
attracted by the nature of these knitting through this work. 

In the wake of Traveliving (2009), I took a knitting outside. During two weeks 
of the Gold Coast stay, in this project to create a work while the life and 
tourism in the field, creating works of muffled the room boring. I decided to 
communicate with what I visited and leave my traces. I had left wrapped in 
improvised people who I met, driftwood on the beach, and a bench in the 
town. Then communication with the person who knitted and other, 
driftwood and a person, a bench and a person was also born. 

Knitting can be anywhere in any place if there is a string-like material. And 
therefore it is a such a primitive, I think it's a technique that people around 
the world know. Because there is a first-in, first imagery for the knit and 
everyday landscape, the situation becomes uncomfortable feeling of being 
wrapped things in the town by knitting. So, it is born a new communication 
between people and things or a person and a person. Weaving a new 
communication that began from Traveliving project, it has been extended to 
those that connect people and space, people and the city by Traveling 

Knitting Machine (2014-) and Knit Invaders (2014-). 

Knitting is communication media for me. I hope that communication starting 
from me and objects will spread diversely to objects and viewers, viewers 
and viewers so that a single thread is knitted and becomes a face and 
expands rapidly. The work of wrapping in knitting while paying attention to 
various relationships and backgrounds between humans and land, fantasy 
and reality is a part of a magnificent installation that gradually connects the 
world. 

I also place great importance on the involvement of surrounding people in 
the performance of the project. For example, in Knit Invaders, I work with 
locals to wrap the city (invasion). As we intervene in the city together as 
invaders, I feel the bonds with them everyday. They may discover the city 
in which they live. And this time, the town where the invasion was done will 
build a new relationship with citizens other than invaders.

The project is temporary and returns to the original landscape. It is faint and 
modest like a knit. However, the memories that experienced the 
extraordinary space, the bonds between those who carried out the project 
together, and the memories that involved subjectively to the city remained 
forever. I would like to handle such projects.

                                                                                
                                                                                SAKI CHIKARAISHI



Knit Invaders

The knitter of the sky called addi UFO carries out cattle mutilation, and it wraps surrounding things by knitting. 
Knitting is wonderful, it can make thick thread from thin thread, and can knit a bigger thing. Although it is one thin 
thread at first, rapidly, becomes thick and spreads, and it aims at wrapping the earth easily.
Invasion is done gradually every day. Ideally, work is done in collaboration with people in the city. We are usually 
passive to the city, but because of this work we can be actively involved in the city and know the city. Addi UFO, 
me, and all those who participate in invasion are “knit invaders” .
I hope that new relationships between people and people will be born in the landscape transformed by the knit.

Knit Invaders in Hitachitaga Installation View Photo by Keizo Kioku



addi UFO
2014-
Knitting machines, motors, yarn, acryl, metal, wood, etc.
Variable size (minimum 3×3.6×3.6m)
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Photo by Kosuke Natatsuka



Knit Invaders in Hitachitaga

Knit Invaders in Hitachitaga Installation View Photo by Keizo Kioku
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Knit Invaders in Hitachitaga Explanation　
　
●About invasion’ s spot

Invasion area was selected on the basis of interviews with local people.

Now and the old days of Hitachitaga. A town in around 1932 judged 

from a pictures and the town now I walked by myself actually. The 

landscape of the town has changed dramatically in this 80 years. That 

it's deep in the people's memory seems to be the landscape of around 

1980 from 1970 when Hitachitaga was finest. The station in the morning 

and evening was flooded with the people who work at Taga factory of 

Hitachi, Ltd. Department store, movie theater and place by the 

socializing were popular. The revolving tone of the lottery wheel had 

been heard in a shopping area. I hear that the relation between the 

person and the person was also abundant.

We invade the sites of a symbol spot in Hitachitaga where local people 

think, the spots of which they have a special feeling personally and 

those remained sites. We reappear the atmosphere of the those days. 

And also invade the recommendation spots local people would like to 

send to outside for the future, we'd like to lead the people who visit  the 

town.

●About the color of the yarn

The color of the yarn is orange. It derives from the following matters.

・When I asked "What color is an image in Hitachitaga?" at the time of 

hearing to people in an area, there were a lot of answers as an orange. 

That the corporate color of Hitachi, Ltd. is orange seems to influence.

・It's said that the place name as" Hitachi" derives from Mitsukuni Mito's 

being moved by wonderful of the morning sun which rises from the sea 

around here. The morning sun has an orange image for me.

・There seem to have been many persimmon trees around here before. 

When autumn comes, the color of the persimmon seems to have been 

coloring the town.

                                                          - From the caption of the exhibition -



Knit Invaders in Hitachitaga
2016

Polyester yarn

The shopping district in front of

Hitachitaga Station, Ibaraki, Japan

Installation and performance in 

“KENPOKU ART 2016”
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Photo by Keizo Kioku

Invasion was done daily with 

local residents. Sometimes pas-

sionate people are involved.

When I was absent from 

Hitachitaga, the local people 

kept making work and protected.



Knit Invaders in Hitachitaga
2016

Polyester yarn

The shopping district in front of

Hitachitaga Station, Ibaraki, Japan

Installation and performance in 

“KENPOKU ART 2016”
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Photo by Keizo Kioku



Knit Invaders in Hitachitaga
2016

Polyester yarn

The shopping district in front of

Hitachitaga Station, Ibaraki, Japan

Installation and performance in 

“KENPOKU ART 2016”
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Photo by Keizo Kioku



Knit Invaders in Hitachitaga
2016

Polyester yarn

The shopping district in front of

Hitachitaga Station, Ibaraki, Japan

Installation and performance in 

“KENPOKU ART 2016”
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Photo by Keizo Kioku



Knit Invaders in Hitachitaga
2016

Polyester yarn

The shopping district in front of

Hitachitaga Station, Ibaraki, Japan

Installation and performance in 

“KENPOKU ART 2016”
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Photo by Keizo Kioku



Knit Invaders in Hitachitaga
2016

Polyester yarn

The shopping district in front of

Hitachitaga Station, Ibaraki, Japan

Installation and performance in 

“KENPOKU ART 2016”
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Photo by Keizo Kioku



Knit Invaders in Hitachitaga
2016

Polyester yarn

The shopping district in front of

Hitachitaga Station, Ibaraki, Japan

Installation and performance in 

“KENPOKU ART 2016”
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Knit Invasion Workshop View Photo by Keizo Kioku
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I remember the first time I talked with a shop 
owner of a small baggage store in a shopping 
street. He was spreading the newspaper in the 
back of a dimly-lit shop and answered only 
"Uh" without turning back, to my question 
"Excuse me". He let me wrapped roof props 
and bag racks, but from the impression of the 
answer and the impression of the appearance, 
I got the impression that he is a scary person.

However, the impression softened on a daily 
basis. Wrapping shopping street, I feel a gaze. 
The store owner is watching the situation of 
invasion from afar. A variety of conversations 
were born from the greeting "Hello". About 
shopping street, his background, art festival 
and future work.. He himself likes to make 
things, in fact many works were decorated in 
the store. For example, it is like a mandala 
which stamped hundreds of stamps precisely.
 
In early November of the end of the art festival, 
when I revisited the shopping street for 
Invasion, he showed me a new work. “My 
KENPOKU” . The ashtray located at the side of 
the store was putting up a stylish umbrella. 
"When the rain falls, the inside cigarette 
smells." “ This is the Umbrella Project ! ” I made 
voice bounced. Coincidentally, the prefecture 
North was once the place where the Umbrella 
Project by Cristo was done. I don’ t know 
whether he created his work with 
consciousness of Cristo’ s work and whether it 
was inspired by KENPOKU ART  this time, but 
"This is my KENPOKU". That one word was 
telling everything.

“Can I wrap handle an umbrella?” “Ok” . The 
monumental work of him and knit invaders thus 
born quietly still in the shopping district.
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Knit Invaders in Hitachi-Taga 

　
●About orange color yarn

The colors of orange and vermilion are vivid and cheerful images 

reminiscent of the sun, but on the other hand there are images like 

construction sites and notice signs. (When the Ukiyoe in Japan at the 

end of Edo period went to Western Europe, the Impressionist Renoir 

and others were very impressed by the color of vermilion in Ukiyoe, for 

example, the color of a torii, the color of a kimono. I recall that at that 

time, in France, the color of such vermilion was thought only as the color 

of the iron rust of the port ...)

Saki Chikaraishi 's knit orange colors I met in Hitachitaga keep growing 

in various places. And it is strange that this orange seems to connect 

the town with the work in the shopping area.

It is very humorous that the orange thread is twisted with the sound of 

rattling.

Produced knitting spreads rapidly in the town while joining the hands of 

local people.

Early in the morning, a man waiting the first train. 

The work also became a cushion.

I thought it was kind.

      Satoshi Yamamoto (Ex-Curator, The Museum of Modern Art, Ibaraki)

Photo by Satoshi Yamamoto



Knit Invaders in Aqua Metropolis Osaka

Knit Invaders in Aqua Metropolis Osaka Installation View Photo by Ryoichi Tsukada
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Knit Invaders in Aqua Metropolis Osaka: Invasion Map
2015
Yarn on print
20.4×18cm

The project which invaded Osaka for about 3 weeks by 
the wool which was made with the automatic knitting 
machine installed in Osaka Central Public Hall. I 
expressed Aqua Metropolis Osaka by invading a wharf, 
river wall fences, cruising ships and something related to 
rivers mainly.
One ship which isn’ t used was also invaded. 12 agents 
who put on a knit suit boarded and held the performance 
which migrates from Nakanoshima to Dotonbori. Another 
day, I loaded wool into the ship and invaded 4 wharfs 
while going around “Water Corridor” of rivers encircling 
the center of Osaka City, and expressed that there was 
reason called “Aqua Metropolis Osaka” in water 
transportation industry through its performance.
The invasion workshop with local people was held for 2 
days.

  - From Knit Invaders in Aqua Metropolis Osaka Review -



Knit Invaders in Aqua Metropolis Osaka: 
addi UFO
2015
Knitting machines, motors, 
acrylic yarn, acryl, metal, wood, etc.
Osaka City Central Public Hall, 
Osaka, Japan
Installation in “Osaka Canvas 2015”
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Knit Invaders in Aqua Metropolis Osaka
2015
Acrylic yarn
Nakanoshima and Water Corridor of 
rivers, Osaka, Japan
Installation and performance in 
“Osaka Canvas 2015”
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Photo by Ryoichi Tsukada



Knit Invaders in Aqua Metropolis Osaka
2015
Acrylic yarn
Nakanoshima and Water Corridor of 
rivers, Osaka, Japan
Installation and performance in 
“Osaka Canvas 2015”
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Photo by Ryoichi Tsukada



Knit Invaders in Aqua Metropolis Osaka:
Knitted Spy Ship
2015
Acrylic yarn, cotton yarn, LED, 
disco ball
Total length about 7m
Performance in “Osaka Canvas 2015”
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Photo by Tomohisa Nakui



Knit Invaders! in Marunouchi

Knit Invaders! in Marunouchi Installation View Photo by Kazuomi Furuya
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Knit Invaders! in Marunouchi: Invasion Map
2015

Yarn on print

20.4×18cm

Addi UFO was installed in Marunouchi Building, and 

invaded from Tokyo International Forum to Marunouchi 

oazo. It was the first large-scale development at urban 

space.

Invaded by the wool color and motif which make the 

feature of the area where “the space where nature, 

history and the life are felt” is intermingled with “streets in 

the straight and modern city” . By changing the 

landscape of Marunouchi which is a business district, a 

town is found once again. The person who works at 

Marunouchi and the person who visited to play had 

begun to spin new communication with a town.

Exhibition in a short period as 3 days was also the feeling 

as if witchcraft was applied to a town, at all only the 

period. When seeing the original form, I felt transiency. I 

think it’ s related to that that wool and a knit are fragile 

and transient material. This was positive discovery. Even 

if it’ s transient, I’ d like to make the exhibition left 

people’ s memory.

                    - From Knit Invaders! in Marunouchi Review -



Knit Invaders! in Marunouchi
2015
Acrylic yarn, cotton yarn, polyester yarn
Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan
Installation and performance in 
“AMIT 2015”
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Photo by Yuri Yamada



Knit Invaders! in Marunouchi
2015
Acrylic yarn, cotton yarn, polyester yarn
Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan
Installation and performance in 
“AMIT 2015”
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Photo by Yuri Yamada



Knit Invaders! in Marunouchi
2015
Acrylic yarn, cotton yarn, polyester yarn
Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan
Installation and performance in 
“AMIT 2015”
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Photo by Yuri Yamada



Knit Invaders! in Marunouchi
2015
Acrylic yarn, cotton yarn, polyester yarn
Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan
Installation and performance in 
“AMIT 2015”
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Knit Invasion Workshop View Photo by Yuri Yamada



Traveling Knitting Machine

Traveling Knitting Machine is a machine by 
which knitting is manufactured, while rolling 
the carry case. I travel with rolling the case. 
And wrap the people who I met by knitting. 
The length of knitting is proportional to the 
distance which rolled the case and moved. I 
want the knitted person to imagine freely the 
way which knitting has followed. It is the 
project which invites people to the trip of an 
imagination and connects land and a person, 
a person and a person.
The mechanical body was made with 
crowdfunding. This project, as well as 
machine only, is also a comprehensive 
experience and encounter through the 
machine. So, taking this way to involve 
people from the production stage.



Traveling Knitting Machine: Body
2014
Knitting machine, vinyl, yarn, plastic, metal, etc.
80×31×24cm
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Traveling Knitting Machine: 
Shenzhen – Shenzhen
2016
Acrylic yarn
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Courtesy of Stellar Course Arts



Traveling Knitting Machine: 
Kaminarimon.Street – Kaminari Mon
2014
Polyester yarn
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Traveling Knitting Machine: 
Hysan Place – Restaurant at Cause Way Bay, 
Hong Kong
2014
Acrylic yarn
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Traveling Knitting Machine: Buckingham Palace – Trafalgar Square
2014
Acrylic yarn
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Traveliving
The project for which the mark is being left in the travel 
destination and the daily life. Carry yarn and needles, install 
knitting while doing sightseeing and a daily life. The thought 
that this time never return any more and the thought that 
here may not soon be visited make myself go to the knitting.

Traveliving: 20090316
2009
Yarn
Brisbane Airport, Australia
Installation



Traveliving: 20170318#1
2017
Yarn
Mito Station, Japan
Installation
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Photo by Ryoichi Tsukada



Traveliving: 20161214#5
2016
Acrylic yarn
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Installation
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Photo by Ryoichi Tsukada



Traveliving: 20160710#7
2016
Acrylic yarn
Shanghai, China
Installation
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Photo by Ryoichi Tsukada



Traveliving: 20150607#2
2015
Yarn
Hokkaido, Japan
Installation
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Photo by Ryoichi Tsukada



Traveliving: 20141207#1
2014
Yarn
Hong Kong
Installation
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Traveliving: 201106#2
2011
Yarn, plastic
Zurich, Switzerland
Installation
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Photo by Ryoichi Tsukada



Traveliving: 20090513#1
2009
Yarn, plastic
Ehime, Japan
Installation
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Traveliving: 20090327
2009
Yarn, things picked up in town, 
those got from local people, 
purchased items, packages of food, 
leaflets, etc.
Gold Coast, Australia
Installation
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Tokyo Kaioi
The Tokyo metropolitan symbol mark seen in the street fence in Tokyo. This is that the ginkgo is a motif, but it looks like a shell. 

Tokyo Kaioi: 2 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku∞4 Ginza, Chuo-ku Installation View Photo by Toru Shiozaki



Tokyo Kaioi:  no- a k, Tai o-ku∞  a hi, Chiyo a-ku
2017
Acrylic yarn, wire
50×98cm
Installation

- 45 - Photo by Toru Shiozaki



Tokyo Kaioi: 2 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku∞4 Ginza, Chuo-ku
2017
Acrylic yarn, yarn, silicon, glitter, wire
50×98cm
Installation

- 46 - Photo by Toru Shiozaki



UNIVERSE ⇄ UNIVERSE

The globe ManGlobe woven with wool is a robot with five eyes on the land. He who makes eye contact with the 
viewer is my partner who warmly connects the world from a single thread and is a symbol of my ambitions.
UNIVERSE ⇄ UNIVERSE is the space of the microcosm with ManGlobe as the axis.
When viewers see the ManGlobe
single star called Earth. There is no concept of a border or a race there.
The eyes of ManGlobe

from the earth.



ManGlobe
2004
Yarn, balloon, motors, pins, infrared sensors, plastic, metal
180×85×85cm
Interactive art
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UNIVERSE ⇄ UNIVERSE: marunouchi HOUSE
2014
Yarn, organdy ribbon, LED, solar panel, cotton, ball, 
balloon, motors, pins, infrared sensors, plastic, metal.
marunouchi HOUSE, Tokyo
Installation in “COSMIC GIRLS”
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Photo by Gottingham



UNIVERSE ⇄ UNIVERSE: ELTTOB TEP ISSEY MIYAKE / GINZA
2012
Yarn, organdy ribbon, LED, solar panel, cotton, 
balloon, motors, pins, infrared sensors, plastic, metal.
ELTTOB TEP ISSEY MIYAKE / GINZA, Tokyo
Installation
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